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Chapter 2    Community-Based Tourism and its Contribution to  
          the Alleviation of Poverty in Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia 

 David Peaty 
                               Ritsumeikan University 

Abstract

Community-Based Tourism projects have the potential to alleviate poverty.  In order to protect 
the environment for future generations, they also need to be ecologically sustainable. This study 
reports and analyzes the results of field research on CBT projects which was conducted in August 
2006 (Ecuador), August 2007 (Ecuador and Bolivia) and August 2008 (Peru), with a particular focus 
on projects perceived to be successful. 

1  Introduction 

Worldwide, more than a billion people suffer from extreme poverty. Global tourism can help many 
of them to improve their lives (UNWTO 2005a). Tourism creates employment for hotel and 
restaurant workers, for guides and drivers, for suppliers of food and beverages, and for many more 
people in the informal sector, such as street vendors and artisans. It also provides jobs in the 
construction industry. While many of these jobs are seasonal or temporary, and most are poorly-paid, 
they nevertheless represent an alternative or additional source of income for a vast number of people.  

However, tourism can also cause great harm to vulnerable communities. Numerous publications 
(e.g. Pattullo and Minelli 2006) have discussed these impacts: forced evictions to make way for new 
resorts or wildlife parks, depletion and contamination of water supplies, inflation of rents and food 
prices, traffic congestion, crime, drug abuse, prostitution, loss of cultural heritage, invasion of 
privacy, and so on.. 

It is thus essential that tourism be conducted responsibly. If a tour operator hires local workers, 
pays generous wages and provides relevant training, this will lead to significant economic benefits 
for the workers and their families.  If the operator also provides funding for a school, a clinic or a 
water purification system, it will benefit the entire community. 

And if the operator eventually turns the whole operation over to the community, after a period of 
capacity-building, they will be in charge of their own destiny. If, on the other hand, a community 
wants nothing to do with tourism, a responsible operator will go elsewhere. 

2  Tourism and the Environment 

In June 2005, the Millennium Assessment Board reported that 15 of 24 global ecosystems were in 
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decline. While economic growth is seen as a means of lifting people out of poverty, it is also 
responsible for harming their environment. This is equally true of tourism. Resort development has 
resulted in the loss of important wildlife habitats such as mangroves, and in the pollution of rivers 
and coastal waters. The reckless use of water for hotel pools, gardens and golf courses has led to the 
depletion of underground aquifers. Garbage left behind by tourists includes not only plastic drink 
containers but also camera batteries and other toxic items. Aircraft emissions play an increasingly 
significant role in global warming which, ironically, melts the glaciers the tourists come to see and 
the snow they want to ski on, in addition to threatening biodiversity. 

Ecotourism is viewed as a response to the problems caused by unsustainable tourism. While its 
origins lie in nature tourism, it has recently evolved into a form of tourism that attempts to minimize 
its impact on the environment.  However, ecotourism has another important function: that of 
persuading local communities and national governments to conserve fragile ecosystems. Ecotourists 
are particularly interested in regions of high biodiversity, and these are home to many of the world’s 
poorest people. If a tropical rainforest is worth more as a tourist attraction than as a pile of cheap 
logs bound for the sawmill or as a sugar plantation, it is likely to be preserved, especially if an 
international conservation organization is willing to buy a million hectares and register the forest as 
a wildlife reserve. 

3  Tourism and Community 

As already mentioned, tourism can cause many problems for a community: environmental, socio-
cultural and economic. It is important not only to maximize the benefits but also to minimize the 
harmful impacts.  These are the twin goals of Community-Based Tourism.  CBT takes various 
forms: (1) a responsible tour operator makes efforts to maximize benefits and minimize harmful 
impacts  (2) a responsible tour operator consults and collaborates with the local community  (3) 
the community owns or manages key aspects of the tourism project. CBT projects exist in over 50 
different countries but the basic concept is universal.  Mann’s Ten Principles for Community 
Tourism provide a very good summary of what CBT is all about (Mann 2002). Perhaps the most 
important of these principles is ‘informed consent’: communities have a right to reliable information 
about a project and potential impacts, and to be left alone if they reject tourism. 

4  Ecuador 

Ecuador is a country with considerable natural resources but also widespread poverty. The average 
citizen earned just over $4 a day in 2003, and approximately 38% of the population lives below the 
poverty line. Income per capita in that year was actually less than in 1995. Ecuador's main sources of 
foreign exchange are petroleum, which accounts for approximately 40% of Ecuador's export 
earnings, agricultural and marine products, and remittances from its citizens living in the US and 
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Europe. However, international tourism is also becoming a major source of foreign exchange. The 
principal attraction is the Galapagos Islands, but a significant number of tourists also venture into the 
Amazon region. Although only 3% of the population live there, they are some of Ecuador’s poorest 
citizens, and tourism has the potential to improve their lives.  

Tourism in Ecuador is, to a great extent, ecotourism (although many tour operators have yet to 
grasp the principles of ecotourism). It is nature that the tourists come to see, whether on the seashore, 
in the cloud forests or in the jungles of the Oriente. Over 18,250 different species of flowering plants 
have been recorded in this small country, along with around 1600 different species of birds, many of 
which are likely to become extinct if deforestation continues at the present rate of 1.2% per year. 
Nearly a fifth of the country's area belongs to a national park or biosphere reserve, and the new 
constitution of 2008 enshrined the rights of nature to be protected. Thanks to the popularity of 
ecotourism, conservation is now in the interests of the tourist industry. 

For people living in protected areas, however, the benefits of ecotourism are less obvious. If they 
are not allowed to clear their land in order to plant crops, they need another source of income. Yet if 
the ecotourists arrive on the tour operator’s bus or canoe, stay in the tour operator’s lodge and eat 
imported food, how is their visit going to benefit the local community? And if the tourists cause 
offense by taking 
photographs of people without permission and violating their sacred places, they are unlikely to be 
welcomed. 

Concerns such as these led to the introduction of Community-Based Tourism (CBT). The Amazon 
region of Ecuador has a long history of CBT and CBE (Community Based Ecotourism), starting 
perhaps in the Misahuali region in the early 1970’s (Wesche 1995). There are almost 40 CBE 
projects in the Ecuadorian Amazon now. More than half of them are owned and managed by 
foundations representing local communities. Federacion Plurinacional de Turismo Communitario del 
Ecuador (FEPTCE) currently represents 66 CBE projects, of which 22 are in the Amazon region. 
These communities refuse to sell or rent their land to outsiders. The President of FEPTCE sums up 
his organization’s view of CBE as follows: “We want to ensure that our own communities are the 
ones in charge of planning, operating, monitoring and developing tourism” (Redturs 2004).  

In addition to the CBE operations owned by indigenous communities,  
there are probably dozens more that are privately owned, either by individual members of the 
community or by outsiders, or subject to leasing agreements. Many are politically active in 
organizations created to fight incursions by oil and mining companies. Most are anxious to increase 
their income in order to pay for health care and education.  

The biggest issue facing CBE projects is long-term viability. For example, Kapawi, an eco-lodge 
located near Ecuador's border with Peru, has been enormously successful as a social experiment, and 
as a means of attracting external funding for conservation, health, communications, transportation 
and education, but not as a money-making venture, possibly because of its remote location and high 
charges. When the whole operation is handed over to the Achuar community in 2011, they will 
somehow have to balance the books or close down the operation. With up to 45% of their total 
income coming from direct employment in Kapawi and a further 21% deriving from handicraft sales, 
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ecotourism is now a vital factor in the local economy. The problem is that while the community may 
eventually be able to control the enterprise, it has no control over the market, and there is growing 
competition from other operations in the region and in neighboring countries. Events such as the 
kidnapping of oil workers on the Napo, security problems in neighboring Columbia and the oil spill 
that occurred in Cuyabeno in summer 2006 could wipe out a struggling CBE enterprise.  

Profitability, of course, is not the only measure of success. A CBE operation can lead to improved 
health, transport and communications, more literacy and conservation of natural resources. The 
founder of Tropic Ecological Adventures believes the biggest challenge is to provide the right 
number of tourists: not too few for economic viability and not too many for cultural integrity (Drum 
1999, cited in Buckley 2003 p.150). 

5  Yachana Lodge 

This project was recognized by the World Tourism Organization as one of the best examples of 
Sustainable Tourism to Eliminate Poverty. The following report is based on observations and 
interviews conducted at Yachana over a period of 5 days in August 2006, along with literature 
provided by FUNEDESIN and discussions and correspondence with the founder, Douglas 
McMeekin.  McMeekin was concerned about the future of Ecuador’s tropical rainforests and their 
inhabitants, and established a foundation named FUNEDESIN. Its mission is “to find sustainable 
solutions that will contribute to reversing the spiral of impoverishment and environmental 
degradation that is ravaging the people and tropical forests of the Ecuadorian Amazon.” In 1994, the 
foundation started purchasing land beside the Upper Napo River. Thanks to funding provided by the 
UK charity Rainforest Concern and other donors, the Foundation now owns 1730 hectares, 80% of 
which is covered with primary rainforest that is now officially protected by the Ministry of the 
Environment. (The other 20% consists of secondary forest and agricultural land.)  

In 1995, the foundation opened a lodge with accommodation for 40 to 55 visitors, with the aim of 
using the proceeds to fund some of its many projects. Non-profit foundations are not allowed to own 
for-profit ventures such as hotels and lodges, so a separate entity named Yachana Lodge was 
established. It employs cooks, guides, cleaners, gardeners and other staff, all from Amazon 
communities. They receive in-service training. Over 11 years of operation, Yachana has generated an 
income of $4.6 million that has been reinvested into the communities in the form of salaries, 
payments for supplies and funding for development projects in the region.  

There is separate accommodation for up to 20 volunteers, close to the lodge, for groups of 
students interested in helping with maintenance, language training and work on the Foundation's 
various projects. FUNEDESIN also operates a research station five kilometers away, with up to 20 
researchers from Global Vision International, a British organization. Both volunteers and researchers 
pay, though considerably less than tourists, for their stay at Yachana, which earns college credits for 
many of them.  

Yachana Lodge provides various activities for its guests. These include guided rainforest walks 
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(daytime and nocturnal), visits to the high school and research station, encounters with a traditional 
healer and a family of gold-panners and lessons in pottery and basket-weaving. 

FUNEDESIN provides a technical assistance program to approximately 5000 farming families 
living in Napo and Sucumbios. The program is intended to promote the use of more sustainable 
farming methods and reduce the need for additional forest clearance, and receives funding from 
outside agencies. The main crop featured in the program is cacao, which is uniquely suited to the 
rainforest climate and soil. In 2000, FUNEDESIN founded another for-profit company named 
Yachana Gourmet, which buys organically-grown cocoa from local farmers at fair trade prices far 
above the market level, turns it into chocolate and exports it.  

The foundation has also funded the construction of 21 primary schools and one high school. The 
latter is currently its biggest project, with a 2006 budget of $144,000. The students pay $80 per year, 
which includes full board and lodging and insurance. Yachana Collegio Technico opened in 2005 
with 61 students. In 2007 its enrolment reached approximately 180. The students come from all over 
the Amazon region, with five different ethnic groups represented, and stay in a dormitory near 
Yachana. They are divided into 2 alternating groups, each of which comes for 28 days and then 
returns home for 28 days. The reason for this is to enable them to help on the family farm. However, 
it was discovered that students were actually taking home with them ideas they had tried out on the 
high school’s own experimental farm and applying them at home. The curriculum has a strong focus 
on sustainability, with conservation and ecotourism among the subjects taught. It also teaches skills 
needed for employment in the tourist industry, including hospitality, financial management and 
accounting. All subjects are taught by an Ecuadorian staff of paid teachers and by international 
volunteers.    

Much of the food eaten by the students and by tourists at the lodge is grown on the school’s 
plantations and fields, which produce papaya, passion fruit, bananas, chonta, cacao, yuca, tomatoes, 
taro and many leafy vegetables. The school teaches permaculture and uses neither pesticides nor 
artificial fertilizers. There is a pond, used to cultivate algae, which is used to make pig and chicken 
feed. Chickens are rotated over four areas in order to keep down the insect population, fertilize the 
soil and provide time for regeneration. A biodigester produces methane gas, which is used for 
warming the young chicks in the chicken house. Slurry is diluted with water and used as a 
biofertilizer.  

Health indicators in Napo Province, such as infant and maternal mortality, are the worst in 
Ecuador. FUNEDESIN founded the Mondaña Medical Clinic in 1995, and it now provides 
healthcare to over 8,000 residents in 25 communities, with the help of community health promoters  
and local medical outposts linked to Mondaña by 2-way radio and by periodical visits by Mondaña’s 
medical staff. The clinic, now managed by the Ministry of Health, also has a volunteer program for 
medical students run by FUNEDESIN. The foundation has recently set up in the clinic Ecuador's 
first tele-medicine program, connecting this remote clinic to Metropolitano Hospital in Quito.  

With help from Rainforest Concern and other sponsors, FUNEDESIN has purchased large tracts 
of primary rainforest that would otherwise have been destroyed by loggers, migrant farmers and 
cattle ranchers. The whole area is now registered as a buffer zone around the Gran Sumaco National 
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Park, a UNESCO Man and Biosphere Reserve. The curriculum at Yachana High School, as noted, 
focuses on conservation and sustainable development. Yachana Lodge recycles its glass, plastic and 
kitchen waste, uses solar energy for its lighting (provided by high-efficiency Light-Emitting Diodes), 
purifies its drinking water using ozone, biodegrades waste from the toilets in septic tanks and uses a 
canoe made of fiberglass (light and durable) with a clean-burn four-stroke engine.  

FUNEDESIN has set up 17 ‘village banks’ to provide small loans to farming families. Since 2003, 
the banks have made 1,253 loans totaling over $90,000. Over 40% of these were used for 
agricultural activities, but 20% of them were for education.  

It will become clear from the above that FUNEDESIN has made a significant contribution to the 
environment and to the local and regional community. While the residents of the Mondaña 
community are no longer permitted to hunt or cut trees, this loss is greatly outweighed by the 
benefits they have received in the form of better education and healthcare, micro-finance, 
agricultural support, job opportunities and training at Yachana and better communication with the 
outside world.  

Yachana may be less remote than Kapawi, but it is subject to similar market forces. The lodge has 
an average occupancy rate of only 47%  and, like other similar operations, suffers from seasonal 
variation. Unless off-season occupancy rates can be raised, the future of Yachana Lodge and of 
FUNEDESIN's many other projects are at risk.  Douglas McMeekin is especially concerned about 
the High School, and whether funding will continue to be available until it becomes – as he hopes – 
self-financing. There is also the question of finding an equally dedicated and inspired director when 
he eventually steps down. He has recently created a unique business structure by transferring the 
responsibility for management of the lodge over to the high school, under professional supervision. 
The training that the students are now receiving will enable some of them to eventually become not 
only waiters and cooks but also managers. Yachana thus provides a model for one approach to 
capacity-building.  
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Guide Luis with tourists, Yachana 

6  Runa Tupari 

International tourist visits have increased by 20% over the past 3 years to a total of approximately 
842 million in 2006 (UNWTO 2007). The fastest growth has occurred in visits to developing 
countries, where tourists are expected to spend over $250 billion this year. However, there remain 
serious doubts as to whether the tourism industry is effective in alleviating poverty. The problem of 
leakage is well-known: payments are made to the airline, the tour operator, the international hotel 
company and the suppliers of food imported for the tourists, and relatively little money is actually 
spent in the local community. In the case of fully-inclusive holidays and cruises, the situation is even 
worse, as the tourists spend almost no money during their trip. According to UNEP (2002), no more 
than 20% of the money a foreign tourist pays for an all-inclusive holiday in a developing country 
reaches workers and businesses in that country.  

In many cases, tourism not only fails to relieve poverty, but actually exacerbates it, when, for 
example, farmers are evicted from their farms and grazing land in order to make room for a tourist 
resort or a wildlife park, or when their wells run dry due to demand from water for use in hotel pools 
and on golf courses.  

Yet despite these problems, tourism does have enormous potential to alleviate poverty. The 
UNWTO (2005b p.30) provides a list containing seven categories of activities from which local 
people could earn income from tourism: accommodation, food and beverage sales, passenger 
transport, travel agency, tour operator and tour guide services, cultural services, recreation and 
entertainment, and other kinds of service such as rental. 
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Runa Tupari is a travel agency based in Otavalo, Ecuador. The name means 'meeting the Indians', 
and Runa Tupari's goal is to enable tourists to experience the local culture through rural homestays 
and community visits (Runa Tupari home page). The agency was founded by UNORCAC, an 
organization that represents the indigenous Quichua living in the beautiful but impoverished 
Cotacachi region. It was set up with approximately $100,000 in start-up funds from Agriterra, a 
Dutch farmers' organization that also provided technical and managerial support. The project began 
with feasibility studies and market research, after which the homestay program opened for business 
in 2001 (UNWTO 2006 p.54). By 2007, Runa Tupari had established 15 rural lodges in the 
communities of Morochos, La Calera, Tunibamba, Chilcapamba and Santa Barbara, with room for 
approximately 45 guests (van Weert, personal communication). The lodges consist of detached 
cabins or of home extensions. Construction of each lodge was financed by a loan from a 
UNORCAC-founded bank, Cooperative Santa Anita, a grant of $500 per family from the Ministries 
of Tourism and Housing, and a grant of $1500 from Agriterra. In order to keep down costs, the 
owners did much of the work themselves.   

In the year 2006, 2400 overnight stays were recorded (van Weert, personal communication). Each 
tourist pays Runa Rupari on average approximately $20 a night for accommodation and meals, of 
which $8 is paid to the hosts, $3 to the tour operator, $3 to the transport provider, $2.60 to Runa 
Tupari, and 50 cents to the community. In addition $2.40 is deducted for tax and 50 cents is spent on 
communications. Typically, a host receives two guests per night, and thus earns around $16, of 
which about $10 is net profit, a very significant sum in rural Ecuador. Guests generally stay no 
longer than 2 nights. On average, each family earns about $100 a month from tourism. Thanks to this 
income and to earnings from part-time bricklaying jobs, hosts have generally been able to pay off 
their loans within a few years.  

One of the 15 lodges is owned by Ernesto and Digna, residents of Santa Barbara community. 
Ernesto is a bricklayer and built both his own house and the lodge some twenty meters away, which 
has 3 beds and a small but elegant bathroom. Once they have paid back the loan for the lodge, 
Ernesto intends to build a second, which will enable him to host  a total of 6 tourists per night. The 
existence of people such as Ernesto and Digna suggest that the Runa Tupari model can succeed in 
overcoming dependency on outside organizations and fostering an entrepreneurial spirit. 
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Runa Tupari homestay 

In addition to its rural homestay program, Runa Tupari offers a number of guided tours. In 2004, 
they handled 308 tours, of which 186 were described as nature tours, 87 as community tours and 35 
as adventure tours. Their more popular tours include climbing local peaks, trekking around local 
lakes, horse riding and cycling expeditions, tours of artisan villages where straw mats, ponchos and 
musical instruments are made, and an intriguing tour called Explore Agricultural and Culinary 
Traditions. The artisan tours invariably result in purchases of local handicrafts, in addition to 
generating interest and pride in local cottage industries. The agricultural tour, however, has a 
different goal. One of UNORCAC's objectives, in partnership with the National Institute of 
Agricultural Research, is to revive and disseminate traditional crops (Ramirez 2005). As many as 
100 different kinds of edible and medicinal plants, crops and trees are grown by the local Quichua in 
their home gardens and small farms. This is contributing not only to local incomes and diets but also 
to regional biodiversity, besides functioning as a tourist attraction.  

Runa Tupari employs eight indigenous guides, earning from $10 - $15 a day. Most have a driver's 
license, enabling them to do various jobs related to tourism and produce delivery, both within and 
outside the Runa Tupari program. However, Runa Tupari only owns two cars, so when more are 
needed, they have to hire taxis. One local taxi driver has apparently earned so much from his work 
for Runa Tupari that he has been able to buy a second car and rent it out to another driver. Other 
beneficiaries include the local farmers who provide the program with food, the local artisans who 
sell handicrafts to the tourists, and the horse owners in Morochos, who are paid $10 for each horse 
they provide for Runa Tupari's riding trips (UNWTO 2006 p.55).  

As mentioned above, Runa Tupari spends 50 cents per tourist on community improvements.  The 
local communities have also benefited from the development of local enterprises, including Runa 
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Tupari itself, which has been financially self-supporting since January 2004 (UNWTO 2006 p.56). In 
addition to the benefits already mentioned, Runa Tupari has resulted in heightened self-esteem in the 
communities (traditionally looked down on by urban residents), reduced migration from rural 
communities, and increased status for women (who generally run the homestay programs and are 
gradually developing the potential to run other small enterprises), according to UNWTO (2006). A 
further benefit is the revival of traditional crops, resulting in a richer diet, greater food security and 
the potential for increased income from the sale of specialty foods. 

Concerning future expansion, this is very difficult under the present circumstances, because the 
number of arrivals at any time is so unpredictable. There are times, during the busiest months of July 
and August, when there is a surplus of visitors who have to be accommodated elsewhere by special 
arrangement. Normally, however, the program operates well below capacity. There are also times 
when large groups request a facility at which they can all stay together. The community of 
Tunibamba proposed to reconstruct their old hacienda, a kind of inn. This would enable them to 
accommodate such groups. However, a source of funding has not yet been found. In any case, it is 
not clear that sufficient demand exists for such an expensive facility to be profitable.  

This brings us to the issue of marketing. According to van Weert (personal communication), while 
Runa Tupari has been marketed extensively in the Netherlands, it is not well-known elsewhere in 
Europe, nor in North America or Japan. Moreover, it depends primarily on three main sources to 
supply it with clients: tour operators, volunteer organizations that send students, and the Lonely 
Planet Guide to Ecuador, which includes a brief description of Runa Tupari. The tour operators and 
volunteer organizations demand significant discounts that reduce the amount of money available to 
the community. In order to diversify its market and reduce its reliance on tour operators, Runa Tupari 
needs to reach a wider public. This, however, requires a bigger marketing budget than the 
organization can afford. Under the present circumstances, expansion is therefore somewhat limited. 

A number of lessons may be learned from the experience of Runa Tupari. First, it is important to 
recognize that community homestays provide a supplementary, rather than alternative, source of 
income. Programs are by nature small-scale and, like most tourism business, prone to seasonal 
fluctuation.  

Second, each project needs to be seen as a cluster of income-generating activities centered around, 
but not limited to, homestay and tour programs. In the case of Runa Tupari, for example, other 
beneficiaries include local farmers and artisans, and providers of transportation.  

Third, it is important to provide access to micro-credit through secure financial institutions, 
preferably local banks, at reasonable interest rates. Without this, efforts to build and equip extra 
rooms for tourists are likely to lead to a heavy, long-term debt burden.  

Fourth, when tourists opt for a rural homestay, it is because they are eager to have an authentic 
cultural experience. Any effort to modernize or westernize the accommodation therefore risks not 
only wasting money but also disappointing the tourists.  

Fifth, the success of a rural community tourism project depends to a great extent on the 
competence of the organization that helps set it up and maintain it. The expertise of organizations 
such as UNORCAC and Agriterra, and of management teams such as the one that guided Runa 
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Tupari through its infancy should be made available to other projects elsewhere, through live and 
recorded workshops and internships.  

Finally, no matter how attractive and well-organized a community tourism program may be, it will 
not succeed without effective marketing. Small programs like Runa Tupari need to be able to 
promote themselves in the global market. This may seem difficult, but thanks to the Internet and the 
responsible tourism movement, it is becoming easier. Popular guidebooks now mention sustainable 
and responsible tour destinations and operators. Publications like Ethical Tourism (Pattullo and 
Minelli) and the Good Alternative Travel Guide (Mann) have also increased public exposure, as well 
as raising awareness. Internet search engines such as Google and portals such as 
responsibletravel.com make it easy for a tourist or tour operator to find a worthwhile project in any 
country and view its home page. Daily newspapers such as the Guardian and the Times now feature 
sustainable and community tourism products and destinations. If anything, the problem soon may be 
one of attracting attention among hundreds of similar ethical products (some, of course, less ethical 
than they claim to be).  

7  Yunguilla, Santa Lucia and Maquipucuna 

The Choco Bioregion consists of cloud forest, with very high biodiversity.  There are three major 
CBT projects, Yunguilla, Santa Lucia & Maquipucuna, and they provide benefits to several hundred 
campesino families. My research began in Yunguilla, a small hilltop village two hours from Quito by 
road. Until recently, 50 campesino families (peasant farmers) of about 400-500 people made 
charcoal, grew sugar to make alcohol and raised cattle.  It was hard to earn a living, and they were 
degrading their environment.  

Researchers at nearby Maquipucuna Cloud Forest Reserve advised them to try tourism.  They 
applied for a grant from the UNDP Small Grant Program and built a community lodge with eight 
beds, with help from Maquipucuna & Rainforest Concern. The first tourists were Dutch, and hiked 
from Yunguilla to Maquipucuna. Later the community built a cheese factory, a jam factory, a 
handicraft center (not yet functioning) and a community garden. Few tourists chose to stay in the 
lodge, so the community tried offering homestays. These are sold by Runa Tupari (mentioned above) 
and are a part of a package offered on the Internet by Santa Lucia (discussed below).  

I stayed at the house of Don Orlando & Dona Rosa in a room normally occupied by the children. 
The only extra cost for the family was building a concrete bathroom with a cold shower and flush 
toilet. All food except rice and meat came from the garden.  Orlando is a taxi driver, and works 
until late. Rosa spends the day gardening and cooking. Their daughter is at tourism college in Quito, 
and their sons attend school in the nearest town.  In summer they have environmental education 
classes. People in the community take on various jobs such as laundry, gardening, guiding tourists, 
driving, and working in the jam factory. They have television and newspapers, so tourism doesn't 
have a big impact. They like talking with tourists about their lives and culture, and asking questions 
about the tourists' cultures. They are evidently proud of their cloud forest with its bears, wolves, 
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puma, and other wildlife.  
According to an American volunteer who spent six weeks in Marianitis, a village on the other side 

of the forest, the Yunguilla community is better organized and has greater initiative. Their  cheese 
and jam business appears to be thriving, but they face considerable obstacles in trying to attract 
tourists to their remote community.  

On the other side of the cloud forest from Yunguilla, at an altitude of 1300-2500 meters, lies Santa 
Lucia. Its boundaries include a cloud forest of 830 hectares, of which 84% is primary, 8% secondary, 
and 6% pasture.  

Humidity can be as high as 100%, so there are many epiphytes, such as ferns, moss and creepers, 
and also many orchids. Thanks to land reform carried out in the 1960s, 12 families of campesinos 
were able to gain ownership of the land they had farmed for generations. In 1976 they formed a 
cooperative & began raising cattle & growing blackberries, naranjilla and sugar, also a little hunting 
and logging.  However, the soil was poor, and incomes were low. In1988, the area was declared a 
protected forest and hunting and logging were banned.  The community decided to develop 
ecotourism instead. 

A Peace Corps volunteer designed a project. IUCN funded it and carpenters built an ecolodge, 
using wood from fallen trees. Then British student volunteers from Quest Overseas made trails and 
began reforestation.  Funding came from Rainforest Concern for staff training and salaries. The 
ecolodge opened in 1999 and the first tourists arrived. 

The guided tours program includes hikes to waterfalls, a lek where the Cock of the Rock can be 
seen, a Pre-Inca Trail and reforestation projects. Also offered is a visit to the old sugar plantation, 
where sugar is made into alcohol, and the agroforestry project growing organic coffee and naranjillas 
in the shade of banana trees (three species of banana are cultivated in a single location).  

The ecolodge has a capacity of 25 beds, and the charge is $40 a night with mattress, $25 with own 
sleeping bag. There is no electricity (solar energy is not normally an option in a cloud forest). The 
only light is provided by candles and by guests' flashlights. Propane gas, brought by mules, is 
provided for cooking & showers. Flush toilets may be used only during the night; in the day time, 
biological toilets are used. Staff are very well-trained, and several speak English. Santa Lucia is 
financially independent, but still receives technical help from Maquipucuna. It now  has its own 
reforestation (8000 native trees have been planted in degraded pasture areas) and agroforestry 
programs, and its experts train local people as assistant biologists and naturalists, and teach 
conservation, nutrition, recycling, composting and tree planting at local schools. Santa Lucia was a 
Finalist for the Tourism for Tomorrow Award. 
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Santa Lucia ecolodge 

The Maquipucuna Reserve is located north west of Quito, and can be reached in two hours by 
road. It covers an area of 6000 hectares, owned by the Maquipucuna Foundation, and is surrounded 
by 14,000 hectares of cloud forest. The altitude ranges from 1000 to 2800 meters, and covers four 
different biological zones. It is a part of the Choco-Andean Corridor, one of the 5 greatest 
biodiversity hotspots in the world. There are nearly 2000 species of plants, including many epiphytes 
such as ferns and orchids, 347 species of birds, including rare quetzals and leks, 45 species of 
mammals, such as pumas and ocelots, bears and tapirs, armadillos and anteaters, 19 different species 
of bats, and many insects. A high proportion of the wildlife is endemic - only to be found in the 
Choco region.  

The area was inhabited by the Incas, and before them, the Yumbo; and ceramics and burial sites 
have been discovered along the ancient paths linking the highlands to the coast. The modern 
residents are mostly farmers who earn a living from cattle and sugar cane. Some are engaged in 
logging, mining and the charcoal industry. None of these activities is sustainable, and the 
Maquipucuna Foundation is trying to introduce alternative ways of earning a living,  such as 
basket-weaving using local plants. Most of the staff on the reserve are local people who the 
Foundation trained as guides, cooks, maintenance workers and even research assistants.  

The Maquipucuna Foundation was founded in 1988 as an NPO dedicated to the conservation of 
Ecuador's biodiversity. Ecotourism is one of its many projects. The name means 'gentle hand' in 
Quechua: the logo shows a hand and a sapling, a symbol of reforestation. When a local landowner 
went bankrupt, the land was offered for sale and the Nature Conservancy bought it. They then 
engaged a lawyer to solve all the legal issues. At first they established the Foundation for biological 
research, and built a research center. They later converted it into an ecolodge in order to gain more 
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money for research. They now have a 38% average occupancy rate.  
Tourists are only allowed access to 10% of the reserve. They stay at the Thomas Davis Ecotourism 

Center, on the banks of the Umachaca River. The lodge was built with local wood and bamboo, and 
can accommodate up to 30 visitors. Meals are served three times a day, with organically-grown 
vegetables from the garden. All kitchen waste is recycled. Electricity comes from the grid – there is 
not much sunlight or wind in the cloud forest -  but they are otherwise sustainable.  They recycle 
used cooking oil and make biodiesel fuel. They have a 30-year carbon offset agreement with a 
British company for their reforestation program, which more than offsets any energy they use. They 
have a tree nursery and an orchid nursery and supply seeds and plants to other institutions. They 
grow shade-grown coffee and export it through a fairtrade program. Soon they will process and roast 
the coffee on site in order to increase local value. A US university is sending researchers to look for 
medicinal plants, and any patents will be shared under the contract. They are buying more degraded 
land and restoring it, and researching agro forestry techniques & products. They have recently 
completed a full inventory of local birds.  

Tourists can choose from a wide variety of activities including birdwatching, hiking, exploring 
historical paths and burial sites, spending time with the researchers and field workers, visiting local 
factories where alcohol is made from sugar, swimming in the nearby river or just relaxing on the 
porch. The most exciting may be the dawn trek to see the Cock of the Rock lek. There is now a cycle 
trail from Quito for tourists who prefer not to go by car or public transport. 

8  Peru 

Like Ecuador, Peru has great appeal to ecotourists due to its very high biodiversity: there are over 
17,000 species of birds, for example (Peru Wildlife). It also has 10 World Heritage sites including 
Macchu Picchu; and the islands of Lake Titicaca attract many visitors too. Peru's tourism industry 
suffered serious damage during its ultimately successful war against two indigenous guerrilla groups. 
However, the industry has since recovered and is growing stronger each year. In 2006 it attracted one 
and a half million tourists. An early example of CBT was established on Amantani Island in Titicaca, 
where the local community offers homestays on a rotation basis, negotiating directly with travel 
agencies in nearby Puno. Peru lags behind Ecuador in promoting its 'turismo vivencial'. However, 
the National Strategic Plan for Tourism through 2015 may, with its focus on environmental, 
economic, social and cultural sustainability, stimulate the growth of socially and environmentally 
responsible tourism. 

9  Yachaqui Wayi, Vicos, Humacchuco and the Inka Naani 

The Mountain Institute, based in Washington, has implemented a project aimed at protecting 
mountain landscapes, cultures and livelihoods in villages at the foot of the Cordillera Blanca 
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mountain range that includes Huascaran, Peru's highest mountain. In 2001, TMI helped set up a CBT 
in the community of Vicos, The project includes 10 families, each providing homestays, and all 
profits have to be returned to the community. In 2003, TMI helped set up another CBT in 
Humacchuco, not far from Vicos. In this project there are 5 families offering homestays, and each 
must return a portion of their earnings to the community. There is a third homestay project in 
Huaripampa. TMI provided all necessary training for the three projects.  

Marketing for Vicos and Humacchuco was provided by Crooked Trails, an American responsible 
tour operator. However, in 2005, TMI established an indigenous travel agency named Yachaqui Wayi 
(meaning house of knowledge) in Huaraz, where most foreign visitors to the Cordillera Blanca are 
based, and now the homestay program is open to independent travelers worldwide. 

homestay host's farm, Vicos 

The road to Vicos ends at the Plaza de Armas (main square) and visitors have to walk for about an 
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hour to their lodges. The facilities are very basic, and the water is not safe to drink. Each of the 10 
families hosting visitors in Vicos runs a farm and some other business. For example, Manual, my 
host, is also the community baker. His wife produces handicrafts, as do most of the other families. 
Pedro, from the same community, guides tourists to local lakes and accessible peaks.  Prices range 
from $16 to $37 per night for a package including accommodation, meals, guided treks, visits to 
artisans, musical performances and other services. At least 10% of the fee paid by tourists goes to a 
community development fund. 

The 5 lodges in Humacchuco are more comfortable than those of Vicos, and the families appear to 
be wealthier. The community is right beside the main road to the Llanganuco lakes and the entrance 
to Huascaran National Park, so it is very accessible. While I was there, a group of 18 Spanish 
tourists arrived in a tour bus. Maximum capacity is 24, but additional visitors can be accommodated 
in bungalows belonging to another organization. My host, Jaime, is a farmer, a musician and a 
mountain porter.   

In 2003 the MI and Crooked Trails introduced an 80-km trek along an old Inca route known as the 
Inka Naani. The journey takes from 4 to 9 days. Trekkers stay in tents, but meals are provided by 
local communities, and profits are distributed to the communities on the route. There are no phones, 
nor even radio contact, so arrangements are made in advance by a representative of Yachaqui Wayi 
who actually walks to each village and back to the road. The trek has yet to become popular, and is 
unlikely to, given the shortage of local guides and the poor communications. 

10  Bolivia 

Bolivia ranks close to bottom among South American nations in terms of GNP per capita and 
other measures of wealth. However, it has vast untapped resources. Among these, environmental and 
cultural assets have great potential for international tourism.  Bolivia's 22 national parks and 
protected areas cover about 16% of the total area, and are extremely rich in biodiversity; and 60% of 
Bolivia's population is indigenous, maintaining a rich and colorful culture. According to the Plan 
Nacional de Turismo 2006-2011 (Viceministerio, citing the ADB), Bolivia has the potential to attract 
12 million tourists per year. Yet in 2005, the country attracted only about half a million foreign 
tourists, compared to over two million visiting Chile and almost one and a half million visiting Peru 
(UNWTO 2008).  Moreover, many of the tourists who come to Bolivia do so as an extension of 
their trip to Peru, via Titicaca, rather than with Bolivia as their main destination; and over 90% are 
low-spending Free Independent Travelers (Viceministerio, 2007).  

There are various reasons for Bolivia's relatively small share of the international tourist market. 
One factor is that Bolivia's attractions are not yet widely known compared to Macchu Picchu or 
Galápagos, for example. Another is the relatively poor infrastructure level. Only three airports are 
properly equipped to handle international flights, and fares to Bolivia are more expensive than to its 
neighbors. Over half of Bolivia's roads are in poor condition, and many rural areas are not served by 
the highway network.  In addition, Bolivia suffers from political and social instability, with frequent 
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– and sometimes violent – demonstrations and highway blockades.   
Some conservationists see these barriers as a form of protection from the damage done by mass 

tourism elsewhere (e.g. Cancun). Others believe that only tourism  can save Bolivia's biodiversity 
from the many threats it faces, including energy companies, cattle barons and the coca industry.  By 
harnessing the world's biggest industry, they hope to generate enough income to convince local 
communities and their representatives in municipal, regional and national governments to declare 
Bolivia's forests and other imperiled landscapes completely off-limits to ecologically harmful 
economic activities. The potential of ecotourism to alleviate rural poverty has also been recognized 
by development NGOs, government agencies, funding organizations and the communities 
themselves.  

Although there is an apparent divergence of views between the various actors as to how tourism 
should be managed, the current strategy focuses on community-based tourism (CBT). There are 
between 60 and 80 such projects in Bolivia, but it would appear that very few of them are financially 
viable, and many now exist only on paper, having become defunct due to mismanagement, neglect 
or the failure to attract visitors. Despite this, however, the government of Evo Morales has called for 
many more to be established.  

Our informants (12 key players in the development of community-based tourism in Bolivia who 
were interviewed for this research project) suggest that there is a fundamental difference between the 
view of the government and that of the private sector concerning the role of the latter. The 
government apparently regards private tour operators as little more than parasites, contributing little 
or nothing to the communities in which they operate. While exploitation – a highly subjective term – 
may indeed be rife, the tour operators argue that neither the government nor local communities have 
the slightest idea how to create and market an internationally competitive tourism product. The 
tourism chain is only as strong as its weakest link, and without the experience and expertise of 
established tour operators such as those interviewed for this study, CBT in Bolivia has little chance 
of gaining a foothold in the international ecotourism market. Several respondents also pointed out 
that the government has been, at best, half-hearted in its support for the tourism industry at 
international tourism fairs. This makes it more difficult for tour operators to sell Bolivian tours, but it 
also makes them even more indispensable for the success of the struggling CBT operations that are 
sprinkled around Bolivia, and ultimately, for the protection of the nation's natural heritage. The 
involvement of private enterprise can be identified as one of the key elements behind the success of 
the community-based tourism projects introduced below. On the other hand, relations between 
communities and tour operators are somewhat delicate, and a great deal of patience and 
understanding is required on both sides during the initial phases of planning, training, capacity 
building and preliminary marketing. 

11  Chalalán 

Chalalán Ecolodge is regarded as one of the more successful CBT projects in Bolivia, attracting 
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1136 tourists in 2006 (Viceministerio 2007). It is located in Rurrenabaque, a region that was visited 
almost exclusively by adventurous but low-spending Free Independent Tourists and was thus of 
minimal interest to major tour operators. After several decades of unplanned and unprofitable 
tourism, members of the nearby community of San Jose de Uchupiamonas applied to the Inter-
American Development Bank for funds with which to build an ecolodge. Their initial request – for 
$100,000 – was considered by the IDB to be too small. Conservation International, which had 
already identified the area as a top priority for conservation with considerable tourism potential, 
intervened and negotiated a much larger grant, to be augmented by further funds from CI's partners 
and with labor and materials to be supplied by the community. The funding actually covered two 
projects, the other being related to sustainable farming. Feasibility studies were carried out, and the 
project was formulated, with provisions for training and marketing.  The IDB was not convinced of 
the project's feasibility, but saw in it an opportunity to create a model project for sustainable 
development centered on ecotourism, sustainable agriculture and micro-enterprises such as 
handicraft production (USAID 2006).   

Construction of the ecolodge began in 1995, and the whole project took three years. Meanwhile, 
in 1997, Conservation International hired a team of consultants to support the project. They spent 
twenty days in the community every month for two years. Two of them, Jazmin Caballero García 
and David G. Ricalde Ríos, provided training in accounting, lodge management, cooking, natural 
history, sales and other activities. Twenty community members received six months training. Two 
took a formal guide training course with a Peruvian operator and others attended a 15- day course in 
Santa Cruz. The workforce included English-speaking guides, a rarity outside of the Titicaca area. 
One of the consultants, who had experience of running her own travel agency, was later hired to 
market the lodge nationally and internationally.  A target market was identified, prices set and an 
itinerary, logo and brochure were created. The prices raised eyebrows: while the existing market of 
FITs was estimated at $9 per person per day, Chalalán proposed to charge $115 for four days. 
Operators in La Paz were skeptical, but GAP Adventures of Canada sent several pioneering groups 
in 1998, soon after Chalalán opened for business.  

Madidi, a forested area near Chalalan with enormous biodversity, was established as a national 
park in 1995, with a core of 1,271,500 hectares and an Integrated Management Area of 624,250 
hectares. This attracted attention thanks to a series of documentaries shown on television in Bolivia 
and elsewhere, and two issues of National Geographic. In addition, Chalalán was promoted at the 
Latin American Travel Marts of 1999 and 2000, and through familiarization trips arranged by 
Conservation International for American and European tour operators. In 2000, Chalalán raised its 
prices by 40% and made its first operating profit, $20,000 (USAID), proving the effectiveness of 
targeting well-off ecotourists instead of backpackers. In 2005, it was recognized by National 
Geographic as one of the world's top 20 ecotourism destinations.  In 2006, it welcomed 1136 
tourists (Viceministerio).  

Chalalán is regarded as a successful model of sustainable development, achieving both 
conservation and poverty alleviation. In addition to focusing attention on Madidi that eventually led 
to the establishment of the national park in 1995 and the cancellation of a major logging concession 
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in 2000, it resulted in the first business in Bolivia to be owned by indigenous people (USAID), 
raising living standards for 74 families, as shareholders and employees (16 permanent and 34 
temporary), in a previously neglected and isolated rural area, and stimulating other enterprises such 
as handicraft production. It benefits not only the local community: according to Mamani et al., 
Chalalán generates in Rurrenabaque an average annual turnover of $100,000, from the sale of food 
and drinks, fuel, plane tickets, supplies and hotel accommodation. It also inspired projects elsewhere, 
such as Mapajo Lodge and San Miguel del Bala.       

Chalalán's success may be attributed to various factors. One is the spectacular wildlife of the 
surrounding area. Tourists have a very good chance to photograph turtles, capybaras, alligators and 
numerous monkey species each time they travel on the river. So far, tourist numbers have been small 
enough to avoid having a significant impact on the wildlife. Another factor behind Chalalán's 
success is the fact that the community was generally supportive and already had previous experience 
of tourism. Women and young returning migrants proved especially eager to take on new challenges 
and risks. While most of the men demanded payment for attending training in La Paz, the women 
were eager to start right away, without any thought of payment. Chalalán was not merely initiated by 
the community; since 2001, it has actually belonged to and been managed by the local families who 
are its shareholders. The business model was an important development. Chalalán was registered as 
a sociedad anónima, with half of the shares held by a representative body and the rest owned by 
some 74 individual families (Mamani et al.).  

The decision to engage local consultants with a private sector background to facilitate the process 
of capacity-building and marketing was also a key factor. In addition, the efforts of America Tours to 
promote Chalalán in travel guides and to attract international tour operators played a major role in 
establishing Chalalán and Madidi on the global market. Indeed, partnerships between communities, 
organizations such as Conservational International and private operators such as America Tours are 
probably an essential element in ensuring the success of any new community-based ecotourism 
project.  

While not involved initially, the government also played a key role, by recognizing the land rights 
of indigenous inhabitants of the Original Community Territories and by establishing Madidi National 
Park. Following the International Year of Ecotourism in 2002, the government also organized a 
series of events dedicated to ecotourism, including 5 National Days, a National Community 
Workshop and two National Summits. In addition, the government cooperated in the establishment 
of a 720-hour training program run by SERNAP, the National Service for Protected Areas. 

Among other factors, our informants emphasized the importance of long-term engagement by the 
support organizations. It is not enough to build a lodge, train staff and then leave within a couple of 
years. Unexpected problems arise, such as the resignation of key staff, sloppy bookkeeping and 
political wrangling among the community; and having a respected representative of the original 
consultants on hand to provide advice can help keep a project on track until the local management 
develop the competence and confidence to resolve their own problems. 
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12  Tomarapi 

Tomarapi Ecolodge 

The success of Tomarapi Ecolodge is somewhat surprising, given its location on the dry and 
barren altiplano more than 4 hours drive from La Paz. Other than the imposing Mount Sajama and a 
small hot spring, at first glance there is little to attract tourists. Yet in 2006, Tomarapi had an average 
occupancy rate of around 60%, with about 900 visitors and an income of $30,000. This is even more 
surprising when one considers the fact that very few tourists stay longer than one night.  

The ecolodge was planned, built and financed by two German organizations, KFW and GTZ, with 
support from MAPZA, representing the National Park Service, which covered the initial expenditure 
of $150,000 in the first phase of the project. Attention was paid to cultural integrity, regional 
development and environmental protection in planning and implementing the project. It was located 
three kilometers from the nearest community, the tiny Aymara village of Caripe, rather than close to 
the larger community of Sajama, in order to prevent cultural impacts. The aim was for it to 
eventually be owned and run by the local community, as indeed it now is. Tomarapi has a legal status 
as a "Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada" (limited liability society). Decisions are made 
collectively at monthly communal assemblies.  

Electricity used by the room heaters and lighting is provided by 17 rooftop solar panels, although 
the lodge depends on propane gas for hot showers and cooking (when the lodge is full, 6 large gas 
cylinders are required every day) and on a wood stove for warming up the dining room on cold 
nights. Water is pumped up from underground using solar pumps. Waste plastic and metal are taken 
to La Paz for recycling. Most food has to be brought from La Paz, as it is almost impossible to grow 
food on the high, arid altiplano.  However, some vegetables are supplied from a greenhouse about 
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one hundred kilometers away.  
The community of Caripe was involved in the project from beginning to end, and was supportive. 

Eventually 26 out of 41 families agreed to take part. The ecolodge has a staff of five, each of whom 
works for two months and is then replaced by another member from the pool of employees, all of 
whom were trained by Janette Simbron, a manager of Millenarian Tours, based in La Paz. The 
manager is replaced every year. In theory, each of the staff can perform any job, including 
management. They are paid 850 Bolivianos per month, less than they could earn as mountain guides 
or porters for expeditions on nearby Mount Sajama, but enough for tourism to become the 
community's biggest source of income. (This, incidentally, may be seen as problematic: researchers 
generally agree that tourism should provide only a supplementary income, since it is too vulnerable 
to fluctuations caused by seasonal and other factors.) In addition to income from charges for 
accommodation and meals, Tomarapi sells alpaca wool products such as sweaters, hats, scarves and 
gloves made by the local community, although sales appear to be somewhat sporadic.  

Millenarian has played a decisive role in making Tomarapi a successful enterprise. The company 
was involved in every stage, from planning to implementation and marketing, and continues to play 
a key role as consultant and sole agent. Millenarian also provided all training, including a five-week 
internship at a five-star hotel in La Paz. Tomarapi charges $55 a day per double room (i.e. per two 
tourists) and Millenarian receives from their own clients (but not those booking through other tour 
operators) a commission of 10% for dealing with marketing, reservations and occasional 
consultation. (Janette Simbron, manager of Millenarian, believes that a certain degree of support is 
necessary long after a project has become more or less independent.) It is interesting to note that one 
of the original families withdrew from Tomarapi and built their own much cheaper lodge at the 
nearby hot springs, suggesting that private enterprise can be stimulated by community-based projects, 
and that an alternative market in a lower price range may exist.  

The majority of Tomarapi's customers are climbers, many from France, and there are relatively 
few tourists. Apart from the hot spring and the desolate beauty of the altiplano, there is little to 
attract tourists. Millenarian hopes to change this, however, by linking Tomarapi with a separate 
project on the banks of the Lauca River, about an hour away by car. The Rio Lauca Circuit is a one-
day trek that features lagoons with large populations of birds and also chullpas, prehistoric funerary 
structures. The three communities of Rio Lauca have received guide training, and the UNDP has 
agreed to provide funding from its Small Grants Program to implement the project. It is hoped that 
both Tomarapi and Rio Lauca will benefit from increased tourism from two directions: La Paz, and 
the nearby Chilean border. 
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13  Kawsay Wasi 

Kawsay Walk in the Clouds trek

Drawing on its experience with Chalalán, Conservation International sought a community-based 
ecotourism project with minimal start-up costs. The Kawsay Wasi project was, in that sense, ideal. 
Kawsay Wasi is an indigenous tour agency formed by seven indigenous communities in Carrasco 
National Park with support from Conservation International. It offers four tour options: Guácharos, 
Cock of the Rock, Cascades and Walk in the Clouds. Twenty members of the local communities 
were given 720 hours of guide training over a period of 18 months. The training program was set up 
by SERNAP, the National Park Authority, to train nature guides, and included interpretation, public 
relations, first aid and rescue skills. Operations began in 2003, and in 2006 the agency handled 6400 
tourists. 75% of them were Bolivian, and 95% chose the Guácharos Tour, a 3-hour walk featuring 
birds and bats. Because of the popularity of this tour, a quota of 73 visitors per day was established, 
based on estimates of carrying capacity. Charges range from 50 Bolivianos per individual to 132 
Bolivianos per group of six people or more. The tour is free for local residents, which encourages 
them to visit, with the result that they develop a greater appreciation of biodiversity and willingness 
to protect it. The four tours were marketed through the Internet, hotels in nearby Villa Tunari and the 
regional capital, Cochabamba, and at travel fairs. In addition, Kawsay Wasi appeared in the Spanish 
TV documentary mentioned earlier.   

Apart from the training, the project involved very little expenditure.  The promotional and 
interpretation materials were produced with funding from the UNDP Small Grants Program. Kawsay 
Wasi managed to become independent after only one and a half years, and has now opened a small 
office next to the office of the National Park. Unlike Chalalán and Tomarapi, Kawsay Wasi appears 
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to have succeeded without a private sector partner. This could be because its target market is mainly 
local people and schools, so expensive promotion to the international travel market was not 
necessary. Another explanation is that its main products are very simple: just guided day trips to 
specific places of interest, with no accommodation provided. However, it remains to be seen whether 
this will constrain further growth.  At any rate, Kawsay Wasi presents us with a useful model that 
could easily be replicated in other countries and ecosystems. 

Our respondents identified a number of key factors they saw as important for success of a 
community-based ecotourism project in Bolivia. The destination should be reasonably accessible 
from the nearest airport, and should have natural and cultural characteristics of interest to tourists.  
From the beginning, the project has to have the support of the local community. Moreover, 
expectations should be realistic, with a clear understanding of the potential risks. Training should be 
carried out by professional consultants. Management and marketing are probably best handled by a 
single private operator until the project establishes its reputation. Target dates for withdrawing 
support from a project – particularly funding and troubleshooting – should be flexible and extend 
well beyond the typical two-year term. The project should be implemented through a partnership 
consisting of the local community, the local government, NGOs concerned with sustainable 
development and the private sector. Start-up costs should be as low as possible without 
compromising the comfort and safety of the tourists. On the other hand, it was also observed that 
western tourists are willing to pay higher prices for greater comfort, and also for a more authentic 
structure. There is a need to extend the tourism value chain to small and medium sized enterprises 
within the community, enabling farmers and producers of other goods and services to sell their 
products to tourists. It is also important to monitor cultural impacts within the community, as was 
done at Tomarapi. Finally, there is a feeling that the government should play a greater role in 
developing tourism infrastructure and in promoting the country's tourism attractions overseas, and 
should be less antagonistic towards the private sector.  

One of our respondents provided a very detailed list of problems he had identified.  These were, 
at macro level, the lack of a clear government strategy and vision for promoting sustainable 
development through tourism, unrealistic expectations for the growth and success of community-
based ecotourism, conflicting strategies that harm ongoing projects, the lack of technical knowledge 
and data needed for ecotourism to succeed (he mentioned, for example, that feasibility studies could 
not be carried out because there were no qualified consultants), inadequate infrastructure and poor 
access to ecotourism destinations, and tension between the logic of the community and that of the 
market.  

In conclusion, it is clear that Bolivia faces major challenges in expanding its tourism industry in a 
way that is compatible with the twin goals of conservation and poverty alleviation. The path forward, 
as suggested by our respondents, requires a partnership that includes all major stakeholders: 
community, government, private enterprise and NGOs. 
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14  Observations and proposals 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the case studies presented above. First, no one 
model of CBE is inherently superior to others. The value of any project lies in its contribution to the 
community and to the conservation of nature, regardless of who owns or manages the enterprise. 
Moreover, the benefits of a project like Yachana may extend far beyond the local community. This 
suggests a need to broaden our concept of community. CBE can and should benefit not only the 
immediate community, but also the regional, national and even global community.  

Secondly, a CBE operation does not have to be profitable in order to bring benefits to the 
community. Payment of wages to local staff and purchases of food from local farmers may be costs 
on the balance sheet but are benefits in reality. However, most of the benefits attached to CBE may 
ultimately be a result of the organization’s ability to raise funds from outside agencies for other 
projects, such as conservation and health care. Chalalan, for example,  managed to tap a wide 
variety of funding sources, including the Inter American Development Bank, Conservational 
International and US AID. Moreover, in many cases ecotourism is merely the catalyst for the 
evolution of a whole cluster of other activities, such as education, health care and alternative 
income-generating projects, as can be seen at Yachana. It may also be a key engine for capacity-
building: as community residents develop the skills they need to manage an ecotourism business, 
they may transfer their new entrepreneurial skills to other ventures involving, for example, 
agricultural products and handicrafts.   

Perhaps we should not even expect a CBE enterprise to be profitable. The basic economics of 
CBE are not very encouraging under the current circumstances, with occupancy rates far below 
capacity for most of the year. The construction of more eco-lodges in the Amazon might well mean 
even less income for existing operations. While it may be possible to increase off-season occupancy 
rates by adjusting prices and targeting new markets (senior citizens, college students and Japanese 
female office workers, for example), it is also important to establish other sustainable income-
generating projects such as the harvesting of rainforest products (honey, fruit, nuts, rattan, rubber, 
resin, dyes, perfumes and medicinal plants). These could be supplemented by the sustainable 
cultivation of high-value crops such as herbs and spices, mushrooms, shade-grown coffee and cocoa, 
by aquaculture and by the production of handicrafts such as carvings made from tagua nuts. 
Diversification is in any case essential in order to shelter a community from the effects of a sudden 
decrease in tourism due to competition, security problems, epidemics and other factors already 
mentioned.  

Thirdly, there is much to be learned from the experience of CBE projects elsewhere. For example, 
WWF’s valuable guidelines on setting up a CBE project include information on the MESCOT 
project on the Kinabatangan River in Malaysia, which the Ministry of Tourism’s Homestay 
Development Unit is helping to promote (WWF 2001). The projects set up by REST (Responsible 
Ecological Social Tourism) in Thailand also provide excellent models. PRAYA, in the Amazon 
region, is helping to bring project leaders together to share their experience and knowledge.  

Strategies for poverty relief not directly related to tourism may also be borrowed from elsewhere. 
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In Cambodia, for example, an NPO named American Assistance for Cambodia has set up an 
arrangement with the World Bank under which every private donation of $13,000 towards the 
construction of a village school is matched by an equal donation from the Bank. The schools are 
equipped with solar energy systems, computers and Internet access. So far, over 200 remote villages 
have benefited from this program, which could work equally well in the Amazon.    

There is a need for cross-sector and intra-sector cooperation at all stages and levels, from the 
initial proposal to the marketing of a project, and embracing all stakeholders. Most individual CBE 
projects are too small to attract and maintain the interest of major funding agencies and too small to 
sell their product on the world market. The Internet can be used for marketing and promotion, 
booking and payment, networking, on-line workshops, sharing of research, and so on. It can also be 
used for trade, education and tele-medicine. However, the cost of Internet access is a major obstacle. 
Yachana has to pay its Internet Service Provider $440 every month. While this is affordable for a big 
operator, it puts the Internet out of reach for smaller and lower-priced operations. McMeekin has 
proposed to establish a regional clearing house that could not only promote all genuine ecotourism 
projects in the Amazon but also process bookings and credit card payments. A similar clearing house 
for projects awaiting funding and funding agencies seeking worthwhile projects might also be useful.  

Good ideas and practices are disseminated through research papers, seminars and workshops. 
However, they should also be experienced first-hand. This could be facilitated by setting up regional 
centers of excellence where best practice – in terms of sustainability, business management, 
community relations, treatment of staff, use of technology, and so on - can be observed, new ideas 
tried out and skills developed by means of internships. Virtual tours of outstanding ecotourism 
ventures such as Yachana, Kapawi and Chalalan could also be provided on Ministry of Tourism 
websites, along with models of best practice from overseas.  Another role of centers of excellence 
might be to support ecotourism certification systems, such as that operating in Costa Rica, by 
training inspectors. However, the issue of certification remains highly controversial. (See, for 
example, the discussion on the Planeta website.) 

There is a need for macro-analysis of the Latin American ecotourism market in order to determine 
whether or not further expansion is justified. Estimates have to take into account unpredictable 
factors such as terrorism and other crime, political instability, natural disasters, global warming, 
spiraling fuel costs and epidemics, and also the possibility that ecotourism may yet turn out to be a 
passing fad.  

15  Conclusion 

Community-based ecotourism has great potential for simultaneously alleviating poverty and 
conserving threatened ecosystems in Ecuador and elsewhere, especially when accompanied by other 
poverty-relief strategies. However, existing capacity is under-utilized and further expansion could 
result in even lower occupancy rates. From a purely economic viewpoint, it would be prudent to 
limit new projects to those which have the potential to increase the number of visitors to the Amazon 
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and will not compete head-on with existing operations. The risks can be greatly reduced by 
following guidelines such as those provided by WWF to its field project staff (2001), including 
feasibility studies to determine whether or not the necessary pre-conditions exist. 

On the other hand, it could reasonably be argued that CBE operations are a necessary stop-gap 
measure to protect the rainforests until their value is properly accounted for in economic terms, as 
carbon sinks, research laboratories, gene banks, water purification systems and so on. If UN agencies, 
conservation groups and even governments are willing to subsidize ecotourism and other sustainable 
enterprises in the Amazon for the benefit of future generations, the viability of CBE in economic 
terms may in fact be irrelevant.  

Finally, it should be noted that the foundations running CBE enterprises are also providing 
education, health, birth control, agricultural support and other essential services that would normally 
be the responsibility of the national government. Their valuable contribution has been recognized by 
numerous development agencies and supported financially. Such funding should not be withdrawn 
with the misguided intention of forcing indigenous communities to become better capitalists. 
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Chapter 3          Who can be Hill Tribes? 
Can ethnic minorities acquire a “better life” by participating in ethnic 

tourism?

Kayoko Ishii1

Introduction 

Past research has reported that ethnic tourism proves beneficial for the minorities who are 
regarded as objects of ethnic tourism in two dimensions—economically and culturally.  However, 
few studies have explored the gender and generation gaps prevalent in this “benefit.”  This paper 
investigates whether tourism provides minorities with opportunities that help uplift their lives or 
merely offer them temporal income.   

To further investigate this point, this paper will analyze the case of one of the Akha Hill Tribes of 
Thailand, and the tourism industry in Northern Thailand.  The analysis would be based on a 
household investigation conducted among some Akha communities residing in the inner city area of 
Chiang Mai.  First, the background of the Akha residing in the city as well as the tourism industry 
in Northern Thailand would be outlined.  Second, the research findings would be investigated.  
Third, the research results would be analyzed in the context of sociological perspectives.   

As a result, the following two aspects would be considered as dimensions of current ethnic 
tourism in need of re-evaluation: (1) the income opportunities in the tourism sector provided to 
minority people tend to be temporary and unstable, and (2) those who do not have proper 
identification documents in Thailand tend to be merely exploited as cheap minority labor rather than 
being profitably utilized with respect to their ethnic minority identity. 

1  Theoretical Perspectives on Minority and Tourism 

There have been numerous studies on ethnic tourism and its effects on local communities.  In 
earlier studies, particularly those discussing the effects of ethnic tourism on ethnic relations around 
or within the minority, two main standpoints have been suggested by researchers.  First, some 
researchers suggested that ethnic tourism offers opportunities to reevaluate the value of the 
minority’s culture or ethnicity (Esman 1984:464).  Therefore, ethnic tourism sometimes contributes 
to revive the confidence of the minority’s culture and identity (Bras 2001:101; Bruner 1991:247; 
Henry and Bankston III 2001:1040), or it sometimes reforms the ethnic power balance in the area 
(Adams 2006:17).  Other research indicated that ethnic tourism may have caused a rift within the 
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minority group (Zeng 2001:101).  This kind of research often indicates that the ethnic image in 
ethnic tourism is based on the ethnic image, which is constructed through the interaction among host, 
guest, and tourist mediator, treated as a commodity in the context of the tourism industry (Cohen 
2001:67).  The ethnic image tends to be adopted so as to satisfy the tourist’s expectations (Bruner 
and Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1994:467). Since, tourism is one of the highly-invested industries pursued 
by stakeholders or governments, this ethnic image can gain returns by attracting more tourists (Chok, 
Macbeth, and Warren 2007:49).  As a result, some members of the minority group keenly accept 
their ethnicity, believing that they can stand to gain from it; however, some members believe and act 
otherwise (Zeng 2001:101).  Therefore, the minority people were divided on the basis of their 
different viewpoints (Michaud 1997:147). 

Many researchers have pointed out the abovementioned phenomenon; however, few have 
empirically examined how and why these different viewpoints evolved within the minority group.  
The present study adds another dimension—how minority people are divided when faced with 
ethnic tourism—to the current literature concerning minorities and ethnic tourism.  There are 
several dimensions that need to be mentioned with respect to the benefits of ethnic tourism for 
minority people; however, this study focuses on the dimension of economic impact, since it is 
difficult to analyze all the various types of impact in a paper.  I will discuss other dimensions in 
other papers. This study focuses, specifically, on the legal status and income level of the minority 
people.  As a case in point, this study will discuss the Akha residents belonging to an inner city 
community in Chiang Mai, Northern Thailand, because tourism plays a significant role in the 
acquisition of means of livelihood of these residents.   

2  Methodology and Data 

This study is primarily based on an analysis of the interviews conducted among comprising 380 
Akha people belonging to an inner city community in Chiang Mai.  The interviews were conducted 
during February–March 2008.  A bilinguistic Akha man, who was fluent in Thai and Akha, was our 
translator.  A Japanese NGO staff member, who worked with the community for more than five 
years, acted as our coordinator.  Since not all family members were available at the given time, the 
interviews were held with those residents who were available in that duration.  For the analysis, the 
following cases were omitted from the sample: (1) foreign spouse/partner of Akha person residing in 
the Akha community, and (2) short-time visitors to the community.  With regard to the first case, I 
met a (Northern) Thai man and a French man, who were spouses/partners of Akha women and 
resided in the community or in the vicinity.  They shared the household with their Akha wives and 
families; however, I chose to exclude them because they may have a privilege in terms of legal status, 
language, and racial impact as compared to mainstream Thai residents. In terms of visitors, it is a 
common practice among Akha residents to migrate to cities and villages for a long period of time.  
However, I included all individuals who are self-reported (or reported by family) as residents of the 
community.  I omitted cases in which subjects stated, “I basically live in another city/village.  I am 
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visiting my family (etc.) for a short period.” 
Further, the following cases were also included in the sample: (1) half-Akha people who may have 

a non-Akha father, and (2) people who are not formally recognized as Akha, a Hilltribe of Northern 
Thailand, by authority.  There appeared to be half-Akha people, who may have a non-Akha father 
among the respondents, particularly, among the younger generation.  However, I included these 
people in the sample, so long as they reported themselves or were reported by their family as Akha.
Since they reside as a member of the Akha community, they tend to lead the life of an Akha.  With 
regard to the people who are not formally recognized as Akha, I included all the residents who 
portrayed themselves as Akha in the community.  Today, the Thai government is faced with a 
difficult task—to decide on a demarcation, which separates the “Hill Tribes of Thailand,” who have 
resided in Thailand for generations from the refugees, who have migrated from Myanmar to 
Thailand in recent years.  As a result, there still are many Akha people who are not admitted Thai 
nationals or who do not possess an authorized foreign resident’s card.  Among those people who do 
not possess authorized documents required for being identified as an Akha, I included all those who 
recognize their Akha ethnicity, whether authorized or not. 

As earlier research points out, the Akha may change their ethnic identity according to the situation 
(Toyota 1998:214). I, however, used samples comprising the people who reported themselves as 
Akha during our interview at the community, as a sample of Akha residents belonging to the inner 
city of Chiang Mai.  The interview questions elicited information about the subject’s gender, age, 
educational background, their household members, their current occupation, and the household 
income.  Based on these responses, I analyzed whether the Akha people gain benefits from the 
tourism industry or how this “benefit” works in their favor. 

This study is based on voluntary participations to the survey by the Akha residents, as there are no 
formal statistics available on them.  Thus, this research frame displays an awareness of its limits as 
follows.  First, the selection of the sample group may involve a slight bias. I must confess that the 
respondents tended to be families who hailed from the same or a nearby village of the translator.  
However, despite this limitation, I am confident that this research has produced adequately 
significant results.  There does not arise any place for a bias in terms of the distribution of age, 
gender, and occupation within the samples. Moreover, the age and gender distribution were quite 
similar to that of a prior research conducted on the Akha residents in the inner city of Chiang Mai.  
Second, all results were obtained from self-reports of the respondents and their families.  In 
addition, we, too, did our best to get the respondents to trust us; for instance, we assured them that 
neither we nor this survey had any connection. with the police. This was necessary as our sample 
could include some people who were cautious about revealing their legal status or their real income.  
Although we did our best to make them understand that our interviews will be used purely for 
statistical purposes, some respondents may have planned their responses with vanity since they were 
interviewed in front of another community member; we could not isolate them for a solitary 
interview.  However, as a result, a portion of people with Nationality, authorized foreign resident’s 
card and no identification are divided, and income range for each job were reasonable range. Thus, 
we assume that the results of this research have some implications, which are worth considering. 
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3  Ethnic Minority and Tourism in Northern Thailand 

(1) Akha residents of an inner city community of Chiang Mai 

Akha is one of the “authorized” subgroups of the Hill Tribes of Thailand.  Since the 1950s, the 
Thai government started to intensify border control (Kesmanee 1994:680).  Since then, the people 
residing in the border area were categorized as “Hill Tribes” (chawkhaw) and placed under the 
control of the government (Bhruksasri 1985:2; Furuie, 1993:31).  The Thai government has 
proclaimed that approximately 1% of the Thai population (700 thousand people) belongs to the Hill 
Tribes of Thailand (TRI 1995:5).  In the process of placing these people under governmental 
control, “development aid” was utilized (Kampe 1996:155–156; McCaskill 1997:26; Tapp 
1990:149)2.  After a few decades of “development effort,” it was inevitable for mountainous 
villages to be integrated  into the national/urban society/economy (Jatuworaphruek 1997:1; 
McCaskill 1997:50; Tapp 1990:167).  Many villagers left their villages and migrated to urban areas 
(Hoare 19823:1; Jatuworaphruek 1997:1; Toyota 1998:197).  The main reasons for rural-urban 
migration, common to migrants, are assumed to be as follows: (1) loss of cultivable land, because of 
the national forest protection regulation (McKinnon 1997:117; Sutthi 1989:107; Toyota 1998:208), 
(2) efforts to avoid increased drug problems in the mountainous villages (Toyota 1998:209), and (3) 
desire to liberate themselves from traditional social norms such as marriage, etc. (Toyota 1998:210). 

According to prior studies on Akha residents in the inner city of Chiang Mai, the total number of 
Akha residents were estimated to be about 2,000 in 1996 (Toyota 1998:197) and 1,020 in 2004 
(Bunaysaranay 2004:45).  According to Toyota, the Akha people began living in the inner city since 
the 1970s (Toyota 1998:204).  According to the most recent investigation, Bunaysaranay’s research, 
the gender distribution of the Akha city residents are more or less divided (489 males and 531 
females) (Bunaysaranay 2004:45).  This distribution was quite similar to that of my sample (113 
males and 120 females).  With regard to age distribution, about 17% of the respondents were 0–10 
years old, around 30% were 11–20 years old, 30% were 21–30 years old, 10% were 31–40 years old, 
and 8% were above 41 (Bunaysaranay 2004:45).  In a ward, the younger generation constituted the 
biggest group of the sample.  With respect to their educational background, people aged 30 years 
and above rarely had any experience with the system of Thai national education (Bunaysaranay 
2004:53).  Around 10% of the people in their twenties had any educational experience. The rate 
then augments upto 70% for the younger teenage generation (Bunaysaranay 2004:53).  In a ward, 
people belonging to the older generation, 30 years and above, reside in the city with a relatively 
inadequate educational background. 

                                                 
2 For details on “development aid,” see Bhruksasri 1985; Sutthi 1995.  For a transition of the 
theoretical backbone for “development aid,” see McCaskill 1997.         
3 The year of publication may be slightly different; it was impossible to find out the exact year 
although I did check for the same.   
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(2) Tourism and Hill Tribes in Northern Thailand

According to prior studies and historical materials, the development of the tourism industry in 
Northern Thailand is as follows.  In the 1950s, Thailand realized the potential importance of the 
tourism industry—to gain foreign currency in the context of national socioeconomic development 
(United Nations 1996:22–26).  However, during the same period, the Thai government had to 
overcome several other urgent problems, and the international state of affairs was quite unstable in 
those days.  Thus, not much was done with regard to the development of tourism during that period 
(Harron 1991:15).  It was in the late 1970s that Thailand actually embarked on their projects to 
promote the tourism industry in Thailand (Harron 1991:15; Truong 1990:163).  Bangkok had 
already built touristic infrastructures to accept GIs during the Vietnamese war (Truong 1990:161).  
At the end of the war, Thailand started developing the tourism industry in Thailand (Harron 1991:15; 
Truongz 1990:163) and, later, expanding the tourism development in each region of the country 
(Ishii 2008b:108–109).  In the process, Northern Thailand was one of the main targets of tourism 
development, following Southern Thailand which comprised cities such as Phuket (Ishii 2008b:108). 

Ancient records reveal that Thai officials and local Thai agents did not expect the Hill Tribes to be 
tourist attractions the initial stage (Leepreecha 1997:272).  Venerable temples and natural 
landscapes such as water falls and caves were regarded as tourist attractions by the Thai (Leepreecha 
1997:272).  However, Western tourists favored the deep forests over the mountainous regions, 
preferring to wander through forests and visit the Hill Tribal villages (Cohen 2001:38; Dearden 
1992:221).  In the early days, tourists hired private guides to lead them through the mountainous 
regions. Then, some guesthouses started to act as mediators between those guides and the tourists. A 
few years later, travel agencies seem to have taken over as mediators, affiliating with tour guides, 
both for mountainous region tours as well as city tours (Dearden 1992:221).  Tours wherein one 
could wander through the mountainous regions and visit the Hill Tribal villages used to be called the 
“jungle tours,” now known as the “trekking tours.”  It is in this way that the ethnicity of the Hill 
Tribes started to become a tourist attraction. 

In 1968, a Northern Thai couple, who were visiting the Polynesian Cultural Center, came up with 
an idea to start a similar cultural center in Northern Thailand. On returning to Thailand, they put 
their idea into practice and began constructing a cultural center in Chiang Mai (Bangkok Post 
1996:5).  They recruited villagers from the mountainous regions; these people began displaying 
their dancing skills to the tourists in the form of a “genuine Hill Tribal dance” at the cultural center 
in Chiang Mai (Toyota 1998:204).  This supposedly marks the start of commodification of the “Hill 
Tribal-ness” in the inner city region. 

Today, few decades later, there are approximately 250 local travel agents that offer tourists 
trekking tours to Hill Tribal villages (Ishii 2008b) and at least four restaurants that offer the Hill 
Tribal dance shows4.  Apart from these attractions, there are many kinds of Hill Tribal handicrafts, 
postcards, and even videotapes, which explain the Hill Tribal customs, sold in souvenir shops and 

                                                 
4 As counted by the author and her local friends in 2008 
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sometimes at airports.  In the three decades of tourism promotion in Northern Thailand, the Hill 
Tribes became one of the main tourist attractions in the tourism industry in Northern Thailand. 

4  Research Findings 

My research comprised 380 samples.  After referring to the results of the past investigation 
conducted by Bunaysaranay, I concluded that my sample includes about 37% of the entire Akha
population in the city (Bunaysaranay 2004:45).  However, I excluded the following: (1) children 
below 14 years, (2) senior citizens over 60 years, (3) full time students, (4) women who are a few-
months pregnant or women who have a new born baby, and (5) incarcerated persons.  After 
elimination, the total sample comprised 195 persons—102 males and 93 females.  Within the 
sample, their legal status, their occupation, the distribution of persons involved in that occupation 
were as follows. 

(1) Occupation and its distribution within the sample 

It is not easy to identify the dividing line between tourism related occupations and non-tourist 
occupations.  In the interview, I investigated whether his/her job is a tourist related one or not, for 
ambiguous occupations such as a cook or a waitress.  If he/she works at a café or a restaurant in a 
tourist area, I regard it as a tourism related occupation; whereas, if he/she works at local diners, I 
regard it as a non-tourist occupation.  It is, obviously, impossible to investigate whether or not 
occupations are specifically related to tourism, particularly, when the young Thai generation, over 
the last few years, is quickly emulating the West in terms of lifestyle.  Along the same vein, some 
of these local Thais become regulars at cafes or bars formerly occupied by tourists. In this study, I 
define tourism related occupations in a wide context, because the purpose of our study is to find out 
the income earned by an Akha in tourism related occupations, and not to know whether or not an 
Akha is rigidly working in the tourism industry.  From the below results, it is possible to state that 
about 74% of the sample is working in a wider context of tourism related occupations; most of them 
are employed as various kinds of vendors or day laborers. Further, it is obvious that quite a few 
people gain a formal employee status. 
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TABLE 1 
Number of persons and average income depends on occupation 

Job related to 
tourism

No. of 
person
s

Average 
income 

Job not related to 
tourism

No. of 
persons

Average 
income 

No. of 
persons

Average 
income 

Waitress 3 11,960  Office worker 3 7,160 Not
working 17 0 

Sweeper 1 4,480  Factory worker 1 5,000   
Bar staff 4 11,833  Governmental officer 2 11,100    
Bar sweeper 1 4,480  Diner staff 5 4,560    
Flower vendor 14 4,323  Farmer 14 1,279    
Staff at 
hamburger shop 1 7,000  Orderly 1 3,000    

Day laborer 30 4,383  Gin mill 2 4,620    
Hotel cook 1 5,000  Diner cook 1 7,000    
Hotel sweeper 3 4,467  Rag collector 1 5,000    
Souvenir vendor 56 4,269  Parking supervisor 3 2,660    
Souvenir maker 6 5,127  Cloth shop keeper 1 2,240    
Barbeque booth 
vendor 15 10,867      

Souvenir
merchant 7 28,657        

Pick up staff for 
vendors 1 4,200        

Total 143 7,932  Total 34 4,874 Total 17 0

(2) Legal status and its distribution within the sample

There are three possibilities for an Akha resident of Chiang Mai city to hold a legal status—if 
he/she holds proper Thai nationality, if he/she does not have proper documentation, and if he/she 
holds the “authorized foreigner’s card5” (Ishii 2008a).  The number and distribution of the sample, 
which depends on the legal status, is as follows.  The table below shows that about 65% of the 
sample has already acquired Thai nationality.  However, 19% holds only the authorized foreigner’s 
card, and 16% does not have any legal status at all.

                                                 
5 See Ishii 2008a for details.   
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(3) Legal status and average income   

When most persons in a sample 
are working as some kind of street 
vendor, is there still any difference 
in the income levels between 
persons of different legal statuses?  
The following figure demonstrates 
that average income depends on 
legal status.  Table 2 shows that 
there are obvious differences 
among the average income of each 
legal status. 

5  Analysis and Discussion 

Why are there income gaps among people depending on their legal status when most of them are 
working in similar kinds of 
jobs (vendors)?  The key 
answer seems to be implicit in 
the following points. 

(1) Top Income Group 

Among the Akha community 
members, there are a few well 
earning people who raise the 
average income in the group.  
First, there were two persons 

working as governmental officials; this job is regarded as one of the very “good jobs” apart from that 
of an office worker.  Second, there were wholesalers who sell the “Hill Tribal sovenirs” to foreign 
merchants.  Lastly, there were people who sell souvenirs every weekend not only in Chiang Mai but 
also in Bangkok.  To gain employment as a company office worker or a government official, 
holding Thai nationality is a prerequisite.  Wholesalers who have to be in contact with local 
merchants in each area and vendors in Bangkok are required to periodically travel outside Chiang 
Mai city.  This free travel is only allowed to those who hold Thai nationality.  In case they still do 
not have any official documents, they are always faced with the threat of getting caught by the police 

FIG. 1. --- Distribution of residents depending on legal 

status 
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FIG. 2. --- Average income by legal status 
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as illegal residents.  This threat arises during long distance journeys as officers often check the 
passenger’s identification card on prefectural borders.  Despite having a foreigner’s card, most of 
them are not free to traverse particular borders such as the district border or prefectural border6.  In 
particular, only Thai nationality holders are allowed to engage in occupations generating high 
income.  It is obvious that not all nationality holders can gain good employment and income.  
However, it is certain from this that nationality holders are allowed opportunities to earn a high 
income or acquire a socially stable occupation if they possess adequate abilities and put in the 
required efforts.  Others who possess an authorized foreigner’s card or have no legal status are 
denied opportunities to rise to a better position, even if they are willing to contribute with their 
abilities and efforts. 

TABLE 2 
Detailed samples of high income group

Gender Educational
Background I.D. Occupation Monthly income 

M None Nationality Office worker 12,000  
F None Nationality Wholesaler 32,000  
M None Nationality Wholesaler 22,000  
M None Nationality Wholesaler 20,000  
M None Nationality Wholesaler 30,000  
M 4 years  Nationality Wholesaler 40,000  
F None Nationality Wholesaler 12,600  
M None Nationality Wholesaler 44,000  
M 16 years Nationality Government officer 18,000  

(2) Income Gap among Venders 

Even among vendors 
working in the same area, 
there are many status 
differences (Ishii 2007).  
If they sell souvenirs on a 
table or on a mat placed 
on the pavement, their 
income is much better 
than walking vendors.  
However, even people 
selling souvenirs on the 
mat must make a monthly 
contract with landowners 

or building owners.  Landowners/building owners only accept contracts with people who hold any 

                                                 
6 See details on the scope of rights allowed for authorized foreign resident’s card in Ishii 2008a. 
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kind of formal identification documents, namely, someone who is a national or an authorized 
foreigner (Ishii 2007).  As a result, people who still do not have any authorized identification card 
must choose the least profitable job with the highest possibility. 

(3) Income Gap among Day Labors 

If the legal status of people working as day laborers is “week,” their work conditions, including 
payment, could be worse even if they work at the same construction site.  The respondents who still 
do not have any authorized identification card often state that “back pay is common among us.”  
Even those who work with payment, which falls below the minimum wage, or those who face back 
pay cannot contend, for fear of losing their jobs or perhaps getting caught as illegal workers by the 
police.  The abovementioned three points are considered as the main reasons leading to an income 
gap among each legal status holder.

3,600 3,800 4,000 4,200 4,400 4,600 

FIG. 4. --- Income gap due to legal status among day laborers  

6  Conclusion 

What gives rise to different standpoints within an ethnic minority in the context of ethnic tourism?  
More specifically, is a different legal status one of the reasons to divide a minority group into 
different status groups on the basis of their income? In my view, based on the above investigation, 
legal status is definitely one of the factors required to divide a minority group in the context of 
“participating” ethnic tourism with respect to the sample.  The reason behind this view is that there 
are obvious income gaps among the Akha people who hold Thai nationality, who have an authorized 
foreigner’s card, and who have no authorized identification. 

The main reasons for this income gap seem to be as follows: (1) different opportunities to acquire 
a stable, high income occupation (only nationality holders are allowed this opportunity), (2) different 
opportunities to choose the type of vending, which affects the income gap (with respect to souvenir 
vendors, only those who hold Thai nationality or an authorized foreigner’s card are presented with 

h
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opportunities to earn well), and (3) different working conditions of day laborers (people with no 
authorized identification card are powerless in the case of back-paid or low wages).  There certainly 
are people who are Thai nationals and are yet stuck with the lowest income.  However, they are 
offered different opportunities to raise their income, which depend on their legal status.  If they 
hold Thai nationality, they may be able to find a way to earn a better income depending on their 
ability or effort.  However, if they only have an authorized foreigner’s card, it would be practical 
for them to become a vendor and find the best vending conditions suited for their abilities.  On the 
other hand, if they do not have any authorized identification card, despite excellent abilities or great 
efforts, their job opportunities are limited to cheap labor7.

These results have some implications for the debate on the segmentation of ethnic minorities in 
the context of ethnic tourism, because, today, the ambiguous border between ethnic minority people 
and undocumented migrants is already a topic greatly focused on under ethnic tourism (Collins 
2007:67).  This study demonstrates that the complexity of legal status within a minority group 
could be one of the factors responsible for the segmentation of ethnic minority groups in the context 
of ethnic tourism. 
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World Heritage Tourism in the Philippines: 
Changes in the Rice Terraces and the Life of Ifugaos in Banaue, 

Ifugao Province

1969
1980

Abstract

The rice terraces in Banaue, Philippines are registered in the World Heritage of UNESCO, and 
visited by a lot of international tourists.  The Philippine national government embarked on the 
tourism development of Banaue by constructing a huge hotel in 1969.  Then, there was a 
sightseeing boom in the 1980s, when many lodges and inns were constructed.  Tourism 
development promotes modernization which has changed Ifugaos’ lives.  Ifugao farmers who used 
to put agriculture on the center of their lives were given a chance to work in tourism so that farming 
became subordinate.  Moreover, the traditional Ifugao houses that are the charm of sightseeing are 
also disappearing from the scenery of the rice terraces.  Along with modernization, farmers 
replaced the traditional high floor houses with modern concrete houses or barracks made by plywood 
and tin plates, which are more convenient and accommodating.  The roofs of the remaining 
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traditional houses were also changed from cogon grass roofs to galvanized ones as the grass became 
hard to obtain.  In these changes, farmers try to revitalize agriculture and the government attempts 
to protect the landscape because they fear that the disappearance of the traditional houses will results 
in the decrease in the number of tourists.  In this study, I try to understand these changes by using 
ideas of two social processes: tourization and modernization, concepts which are overlapping yet 
have different characteristics. 

Key Words:    Ifugao, Farmers, Rice Terraces, Tourization, Modernization 
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34 S 36 Illit       -   - Dn

35 41 Illit N AP  2   - -

41 38 SLC    Lf

42 46 Lit D  2   -     - Lf 

43 32 5th D    -   - Up

44 37 Lit D RS Up

45 45 Illit N AF ((x)    - Dn

51  35 7th D AP   - -

51 34 9th

52 24 9th      -     - Lf 

53 33 9th N,D SB   -   -     - Up 

54 37 8th N,D SB   -     - Up 
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55 50 Lit D AF Dn

S Lit:
Illit. MC14 MC14 MC21 MC21

MC51
MC51 Up:  Dn:  Lf: :
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<Abstract of Research Project, Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A), Japanese 
Society for the Promotion of Science: Project Number 18251005 >(2006 4~2009 3)

Comparative Study on Self-reliance of the Socially Vulnerable  
and the Globalization of Tourism 

                                 EGUCHI Nobukiyo 
                                  (Project Leader) 
                                     Professor 
                                 College of Letters 
                               Ritsumeikan University 

The aim of this research is to analyze and examine how the socially vulnerable 
can realize economically independence and recover their prides and "the tradition"  
they once lost, utilizing tourism development promoted by the outsiders.  

CONTENT 
Preface                                                          Nobukiyo Eguchi 

Chapter 1  Ecotourism and Conservation of Nature: A Case of Iriomote Island,  
Yaeyama Archipelago                                  Manabu Komura 

Chapter 2  Community-Based Tourism and its Contribution to the Alleviation of  
Poverty in Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia                       David Peaty 

Chapter 3  Who can be Hill Tribes? Can ethnic minorities acquire a “better life” by  
participating in ethnic tourism?                             Kayoko Ishii 

Chapter 4  World Heritage Tourism in the Philippines: Changes in the Rice Terraces and the Life 
of Ifugaos in Banaue                                       Yukio Yotsumoto 

Chapter  5  Tourists and Souvenir Stores at the World Heritage Tourism Site: Observation Report 
at the Central Java, Indonesia                                 Shinpei Segawa 

Chapter  6  Reconstruction of History of Silversmith in the Course of Tourism Development: A  
Case of a New Chinese Ethnic Village of the Bai in Yunnan Province Naoya Amemori                  

Chapter  7  Change in Tourism Phenomenon and Adaptive Strategy of the Bauls  Satoru Murase 
Chapter  8  Surviving Strategy among the Indigenous People in the Cameron Highland, Malaysia:     
           Orang Asli Tourism and the Present Condition of the Orang Asli Business 
                                                                  Masami Fujimaki 
Chapter  9  Study on Proverty Alleviation among the Households Practicing Micro-finance in the 

Tourism Oriented City, Pokhara, Nepal                         Yuji Yamamoto 
Chapter 10 Can Ethnic Minorities Achieve Self-reliance and Autonomy utilizing Tourism?: A Case 

of the Arawaks of Santa Mission, Guyana                      Nobukiyo Eguchi  
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Chapter 11  Social Status of Ethnic Minorities and Role opf Tourism: From the Viewpoint of  
Capability Approach                                         Yukio Ikemoto

In the first chapter Manabu Komura examines the meaning of ecotourism 
based on the traditional ways of life among the Iriomote islanders of Yaeyama 
Archipelago.  

In the second chapter David Peaty reports and analyzes the results of field research 
on community-based tourism (CBT) projects in Ecuado, Bolivia, and Peru, with a particular focus on 
projects perceived to be successful. It is expected that CBT projects have the potential to alleviate 
poverty. In order to protect the environment for future generations, they also need to be ecologically 
sustainable.

In the third chapter Kayoko Ishii investigates whether tourism provides 
minorities with opportunities that help uplift their lives or merely offer them temporal 
income. To further investigate this point, she analyzes the case of one of the Akha Hill 
Tribes of Thailand, and the tourism industry in Northern Thailand. The analysis would 
be based on a household investigation conducted among some Akha communities 
residing in the inner city area of Chiang Mai. First, the background of the Akha residing 
in the city as well as the tourism industry in Northern Thailand is outlined. Second, the 
research findings is investigated. Third, the research results is analyzed in the context 
of sociological perspectives. 

In the fourth chapter Yukio Yotsumoto examines the changes in many aspects 
occurred among the Ifugao at Banaue, where rice terraces are registered in the World Heritage of 
UNESCO, and visited by a lot of international tourists, by using ideas of two social processes: 
tourization and modernization, concepts which are overlapping yet have different characteristics.

In the fifth chapter Shinpei Segwa describes the relationships between the 
people of the tourist spots and the researcher at the Heritage Tourism site in Central 
Java.  He stresses the researcher-observer are also the object to be observed. 

In the sixth chapter Naoya Amemori tries to discuss on the resistance and 
conflict of the villagers against the reconstruction of history of silversmith done by the 
local government in the course of tourism development. And, then, he also discuss on 
how the young generation are building up their self-esteem 

In the seventh chapter Satoru Murase deals with Bauls who are religious, 
popular entertainer group in Bengal, India and examines how they have been adapting 
to the change in tourism development in Santiniketan region. 

In the eighth chapter Masami Fujimaki discusses whether the Orang Asli, who 
are referred to be indigenous people in Malaysia by the government, have been involved 
in the tourism development , or have participated independently.  

In the ninth chapter Yuji Yamamoto deals with the squatters’ households which 
participate in microfinance system in the tourism-oriented city, Pokhara, Nepal. He 
carried out in-depth household interviews among 28 households. He classifies these 
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households into four categories: “successful households,” “failed households,” and 
“overseas migrant households,” and “unclear households.” And,then, he analyzes what 
factors make some households successful and the other households failed. 

In the tenth chapter Nobukiyo Eguchi studies how the difference between 
logics toward nature of the ethnic minority and of the outsiders such as tourism agents,  
and discusses what it implies for the sustainable development, and points out a danger 
that an Act created to protect the ethnic minorities can be an obstacle for the 
sustainable life, focusing on an indigenous people living in a reservation in Guyana.  

In the final chapter Yukio Ikemoto focuses on the low status of the ethnic 
minorities, and discusses how those people can improve their status through tourism 
from the view of capability approach. 

When tourism is defined as a series of process from departing home to 
experience  something new and fresh at strange places and to coming home, it is a sort 
of basic phenomenon to our life. Although we need enough money and time,  more 
people have been visiting every corner on the earth from the coldest to the hottest. 
According to the World Tourism Organization, the number of international tourist 
arrival has been increasing steadily. Globalization of the tourism has been moving on, 
and the modern tourist’s gaze has been arriving to all over the world.  

The socially vulnerable such as the ethnic minorities, the extremely poor, lower 
castes, women and the like have been often involved in the process of mass tourism 
development and exploited. Instead, alternative tourism (sustainable tourism) was 
proposed in the developed countries and has spread in the developing countries. It has 
been thought as an ideal type of tourism for every actor. However, big discrepancy was 
found between the idea and the practice, and most of the socially deprived people have 
often stayed as the object to be observed by the tourists and have been exploited as low 
wage workers. Some scholars and journals such as Quarterly Journal of Cultural 
Survival  rang alarm bells against such phenomena since the1980’s. On the other hand, 
some of the socially vulnerable fell into a symptom of "the dependency" of the 
development assistance from various NGOs and other support organizations.  

 In this project we have carried out a series of fieldworks among the socially 
vulnerables in Nepal, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, Peru, 
Bolivia, Ecuador, Guyana, China and Japan. Through these fieldworks, we have 
collected first hand data on the socially vulnerable, their relations to tourists, and other 
actors, and other necessary data. We have interviewed not only the socially vulnerable 
but government officials, NGO members, university professors, and other people, and 
could get their thoughts on the relationship between tourism and the socially 
vulnerable. It is this report that we analyzed and examined the possibility on the 
self-reliance by the socially vulnerable through tourism.  
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Each thesis in the report suggests the existence of four conclusions. One is that 
the socially vulnerable in the developing country cannot not become self-reliant only 
through participating to tourism development. The tourists’ business depends heavily 
on the season, and is affected sensitively by the outside politics and the fluctuation of 
the economy. Therefore, it is very dangerous for the socially vulnerable to dependent 
heavily upon the tourism development at the expense of traditional ways of life. Since 
those people are already involved in capitalistic system of production and consumption 
and cash income is necessary, but tourism should be considered only one of various 
occupations. Secondly, the discrepancy in perception is often found between the native 
and the outsiders. Ecotourism is a good example. A big difference is found in the 
attitude toward natural environment between tourists, tourism-relating agents, and 
local people. Thirdly, the existence of the relationship between voluntary leaders and 
followers is greatly related to the success or failure of the tourism development and the 
improvement of the welfare among the community members. This is similar to that of 
the voluntary leaders and followers who attempt to improve the living condition of the 
slum communities, which was found in the former project most of the present authors 
had participated. Whether there are those people who put the community’s opinions 
together, negotiate with the outside organizations, gain supports from the outside, and 
realize the improvement of their living condition is greatly related to the success or 
failure of tourism development. Fourthly, women play very important roles for the 
success of tourism development. It tends for the women to produce the handicrafts, to 
operate microfinance, and to lead to improve living conditions. These roles give women 
confidence, and pride is awoken. It comes to produce a balanced power relations 
between the native people and the outsiders such as tourists. This is an improvement of 
a social position.  

Besides these findings, each author of this report reveals various new foindings 
on the socially vulnerables and tourism. However, we only saw one section of the process 
in which the socially vulnerable has been involved in tourism development. In such a 
sense, this report can be a milestone of the full-scale study on the socially vulnerable 
and tourism. 

 Thanks go to many persons and organizations both in Japan and abroad who 
have taken the time to share with us their observations and reflections about 
themselves, each other, and the rest of the world. 

                                                               
EGUCHI Nobukiyo 

                                                               (Project leader) 
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